
ARGLE
Polygon ERC-20 | Re-Investment Token

 “It is a bird’s imagination, not its wings, 
that determines how high it can fly.”

 
 

David Carter
(Founder)

ARGLE is an ERC-20 token that lives on the Polygon Blockchain.
 
75% of all proceeds from sold tokens are re-invests into MATIC (Polygon).
Making it possible to offer an in-the-cryptocurrency world unique option 
to sell the token back for a guaranteed minimum price.

 

In stark contrast to Ethereum ERC-20 tokens, transfers on Polygon are highly affordable, costing
between 0.001 and 0.02 USD (worth of MATIC) in transaction fees (Gas). Making
sending/swapping ARGLE >500% cheaper than any other ETH ERC-20 token. 

Holding (acquiring) ARGLE is therefore also possible with close to no funds. Allowing any person
with a few USD cents to become part of the ARGLE community.

Acquiring/purchasing a token/cryptocurrency can lead only to a profit if such
token/cryptocurrency increases in price/value. While acquiring ARGLE, gives the users two
opportunities that this decision will be profitable:

A) When the ARGLE token price/value increases
B) When the MATIC price/value increases.

 

Introduction

'Why ARGLE?



By investing 75% of all proceeds generated via the initial token sale, the token price (valuation) can
never plump to zero as long Polygon/Matic has a value higher than 0 USD.

If in a positive scenario and general uptrend in the crypto market where the valuation of
Polygon/Matic prospers - it directly lets ARGLE token holder profit! Pushing the guaranteed
minimum buy-back price higher than the initial ARGLE sales token price.

 

Investment pool (Buy-back pool)

As the ARGLE token "lives" within the Polygon blockchain, and 75% of its proceeds are invested in
MATIC the token future highly depends on the future outlook of Polygon itself.

Polygon has faired a lot better than many other cryptocurrencies during the 2022 bear market.
Instead of continuously decreasing in value, it managed to retain some key support levels and has
even started rising again. This was in part due to the large-scale partnerships the cryptocurrency
has announced during spring and summer of 2022 – namely, the ones with Coca-Cola and Disney
– as well as further popularization of layer-2 scaling solutions. MATIC is showing good results and
seems to be following a long-term bullish trend.

 

Polygon (Matic) Price Analysis 2023

Contract address: 0x323f92F937C8581abaed2df4b09E4bBD70D7D12d
Total Supply: 10,000,000,000 ARGLE

The circulating supply matches the technical max supply from the start. Guaranteeing to every
token "holder" that the value of the token cannot be influenced by increasing the supply (diluting)

Token details

The Team

Currently, our team contains a motley collection of cryptocurrency enthusiasts and developers. 

 
David Carter - Founder (31)
Pascal Graf - DeFi/Blockchain developer (41)
Phoebe Amery - Developer (27)
Chiyo Miura - Developer (34)
Greg Ikenna - Daytrader (34)
Manuel Arch - Marketing (39)

 



The next steps for the token project are mostly to spread awareness and to drive "attention". We
have a super catchy and creative marketing plan ready to be executed in early February 2023.

The team has acquired over 1.5 million contact addresses from cryptocurrency holders who will be
directly approached (mailed) about the ARGLE project. 

 
Building up a community behind the project is was we will be focused on starting in March 2023.

 
As the roadmap is tight to the "overall mood" within the cryptocurrency market, we adapt the plan
constantly and will publish it on the ARGLE website.

 

Roadmap


